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-IM BÜÜÜCT j 0?J 

1.      In derived natural and synthetic forms, rubber as a class of 

elastomer materials  is basically a  polymer tavlr* molecular 

characteristics much m common with structural thermoplastic 

materials.    Those two classes of materials provide a broad 

spectra* of useful mechanical properties,  often overlapping, 

ranging from elastic to rigid in nature,  each with a varying 

degree of elasticity and energy-absorbing attributes when 

subjected to certain static and dynamo stree.es. a feature often 

lacKing with brittle plastics.    Thus rubbers can serv. to provide 

a toughening auallty to brittle polymers which otherwise fell 

under stresse« of rapid, high rate impact.    Consequently, the 

extension of rubber to thermoplastics can serve a useful 

technological rolo in the ever-expanding needs for building 

materials, large conduits and piplti(5, and myrlaas „. utllu, ,Un 

articles replacing, and ln mny insta„Ces being less «pmulre 

than, fabricated wood and metal products. 

*.      With tho Increasing technological prominence of rubber- 

plastics blends in vie» or the attractive economic merits made 

possible by the high production ratos, „n increasing investigative 

interest Is develop!«* toward understand^   and defining the role 

the rubber cenpoont  in rubb«r.-Plastlc,  blond,,    'ihe.se  interests 

involve efforts  in applying theoretical, analytical mechanics of 

strength and failure,   too lo,E „elected,   PhySlca of the mcro. 

molecular  structure,  nnd detailed vlow by means of high,  three- 
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dimensional magnification teclinlquos. 

3.    It  is therefore the purpose of this presentation to high- 

light some of the salient rea tures m understanding the role of 

rubberoxtonded as a component Into plasties, presaged by an 

analysis  of the production statistics comparing the competiti• 

positions for natural rubber and synthetic rubber for plastics 

blends with the expectation   that the basic understanding of th. 

role of rubber «tension Into plastics will proffer s omo „«, 

approaches and insight for the expanded, or at least sustain.* 

utilization of rubber with plastics. 

n,    Wfflffiw iN mrx^ Awm-rutTic* •••m immm 

*•      While the trends m the utilisation of rubber have boen 

expertly recount* by other participant. 1» thlo current «Xpert 

«roup Meeting in a »ore comprehensive manner, It l. nevertheless 

of interest at this point to ascertain, or diagnose so to Wl 

the ccnparatlve trends for natural rubber vis-a-vis its synthetlo 

counterpart based on annual world-wide statistics  ID and a 

«elected  Instance of statistics derived for a special case of o». 

high!, industrialized national,  »„ely, the United states of 
Africa  (2).    The utt„ ls „^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

lodgement  of equa! irapo„ancc. to ail other nationals solely for 

the purpose of anabiosi nethodol„?y, ammanr> mlsconoeptloni 

or cjrrors  emsuinr from thio U«J   ,*• C lr°"1 this kind  öf a« approach may be readily 
roctiflod  with the» detailed u    a    A    ,*«+.    I»\ uta    • **•  A* data (2)  now available. 
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In particular, the assessment or ©valuation of the annual figures 

la presented hero in a special, restrictive manner to provide a 

•oale or frame of reference which is tormed as the Proportional 

Index (PI). This Index is intended to serve as a measure of the 

production, and obviously its utilization, in relation to the 

©•«-expanding plastics technology and especially as a rasure of 

the competitive, ratios, considered Individually, for natural 

rubber and synthetic rubber. It is expected that such an Index, 

•pplied as one criterion of assessing the trends for short 

periods, for Instance five years, serving to predict the declines 

•lid advances for the two competing forma of rubber as adjuncts 

te plastics technology, 

5.  Based on the abbreviated statistical summation presented in 

feble I, Figure 1 presents graphically the general ease of the 

•anual Proportional Index as a ratio of the world production of 

total rubber, including both the natural and synthetic fors», to 

the world production of total plastics. The yearly trends of the 

Index are presented for a short increment of recent years for the 

<•) world-wide figures and <b) for the special case of the U.S.A. 

**t«. The aarked decline of the Proportional Index for the former 

ease ie quit© apparent, whereas that for the U. a. A. may appear 

lea« declining. A further assessment of the Proportional Index 

for the total natural rubber to the total rubbers, both natural 

•nd synthetic, is presented in Figure 2, which now illustrates 

• less severe decline in th«; yearly trends, a feature evident with 
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both the world and the U. 3. A. „ta.    The indues of course are 

Just .„other manifestation of «hat is airoady apparont froB ^ 

•tatl.tl..i data reuountod in tho straight,  summary manner.    A 

•till further assessment Is provided In PiSUr0. j »„„ * de.U|lg 

.peclfically with the Proportion«! Index for natural rubber to 

PlMtio. and synthetic rubber to plastlos, re.peotlvely.   The 

higher Ind.* for the case of synthetic rubber, a. shown l„ ,lgar. 

». ec,p.red to that for the o... of natural rubber, a. .how, 1„ 

Mgure 3, «ho». and perhaps predicts that the synthetle rubber 

Ind« will undergo much loss of . decline than that of natural 

rubber. .It should b. apparent by now that the Index, as a f-tur. 

of analysis, t. assessing the competition between rubber and 

Pities, on the one hand, and natural rubber with synthetle 

rubber on the other.      It is now „f interest to probe   Into . 

-or. specific oaso where rubber modification, and h<mc. „twMlfln, 

of plastics is Indeed an actuality. 

«.     An appropriate case to consider then i, tho Proportional 

Index for tho yearly trend derivable for the case of styrone 

tjrp. of plastics auch as that listed in T.bl<18 „ ^ m fro- 

the^dlly aocossable 0. 8. A. produotlon „^  (2)>    ^ 

this case. F,gure 5 provldcs ,„„ ^ ^ ^ „^.„^^ 

poljrstyrene/po^tyrene statistical data.    I„ this case, the 

»•»llnlne trend Is »ot another firm d„plto th0 d„p froa 

0.40 in 1964 to 0.33 in l968 Mth a rlarkod „^ ^ ^ 

low Index i„ 1967.    Tho contrlbutlnß [a<¡toT¡¡ ^ ^ ^ 

•pooulatlon.    o„e ratlonale may „^ ^ ^ ^^ 
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blending and formulating rubber-plastic« polyblends prompted by 

batic, investigative efforts toward understanding the role of 

rubber in correcting some of the shortcomings of plastics with 

reiard to durability, as well as providing broadened oppositional 

range for a \-ariety of blended candidates. 

l*ii HUBBSR TolinpniNG OP pTfTT.a 

7.       Blends or mixtures of rubber and plasties for more than a 

©•ntury have been made and produced as foris of hard rubber with 

«mrly dependence upon thermosetting technology involving phenolic 

*«#lns.    In early 1930 polymer chemistry was just emerging as a 

teéhnologieal venture involving organic synthesis of monomers 

and their polymerisation,  including such diolefins as butadiene 

and ohloroprene, one of the precursors to modern elastomers. 

At the same time some of the understanding of high molecular 

wight or Jtacromolecular science alonR lines of physical chemistry 

**• yet to bo formulated.    During this period the empirical efforts 

began to provide improvements in both the processing of rubbers 

and to up-grade the mechanical properties, notably hardness, 

tensile strength, tear strength, and abrasion.    In effect, the 

plastic polymer components were blended into rubber materials f*r 

the purpose of enhancing certain ranges of durability for rubber 
aaterials. 

e.        Commencing in early 1940,  polystyrene began to emerge as a 

Plastics material along with several other high molecular wel3ht 
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polymers having hlch stiffness and. mechanical strength alrng «1th 

low coat processablllty by extrusion and Injectlon-iaolding that 

started . now era In plastics nanufaeturlng technology with high 

volu«. productivity and lo* materials costs.    However, the 

principal shortcoming of polystyrene and Its consequent oopely».« 

»»• thoir extreme brlttleness or lack of toughness, a feature alao 

•tared by anoi-hor emerging polymer,  namely polyvinyl chloride. 

* virtue or their bssloally io« costs of starting »onomer. and 

"°n"10 P'00««^ '"to a broad range cf applications generally 

replacing those conventionally served by rubber, the technology 

•f pumo, ».„«facturo and fabrication soon besan to .o»p«. «nd 

i» •«• instances displace, Kith rubber.     lh. transition «a. on. 

in «hlch the existing technologies In rubber, notably conpoundln«. 

«trusión, sheeting, and so on, „ere applicable to plastic, oft«, 

»1th ver, little change m the equipment.   Indeed, the plastic. 

»oly»«r science developed its own prestigious position and 

»».»It. en the understanding of nac.rcnolocular cheM.tr,. ph,.l„, 

M -«.hanio. on par ,1th that of the ela.tonor selene.    Ihu. i» 

ft» oourae the early poly.,er. accrued widespread accept«». 

.«Pit. their .horte«lnSs Kith respect to to .„pact r..l.tan.o, 

. a.flciency gradually corrected alon, two line, of endeavors, 

ïh. flr.t of these wss by biondine pollers or copolymer. Kith 

«..toner components ss show» in Piguro 6> whlle th, socond ^ 

by .tructuring polyœer  sesm0»ts „ithln tno noleoul„ ohaln or 

to th. „oleoular chain as deplete*  m Figure 6. ¿vontuelly, the 

once brittle, single component pollers, polystyrt.no and poly. 

vinyl chloride gradusHy „ore provided Mlth a raneo of ^^ 
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and other properties designed to specific articles and applications. 

In effect, the energy-absorbing attributes for which the elastomer 

structure is uniquely constituted vat, advantageously combined to 

extend the utility of plastics in numerous ways. 

i 
i 
i 

9»  The most prominent rubber-plastics blende that have acquired 

technological prominence are listed as illustrative categories in 

TableW with a selected trade specifications pertinent to each 

oategory, in this case the well-established procedural désignations 

ef the American Society for Testing and Materials which have 

numerous counterparts among standards specified by other nationals« 

A number of these rubber-extended categories have In addition other 

derived tests for durability as well as dimensional specifications 

specific to sheeting, pipes and conduits, and so on# along with 

grades specific to flame resistance, outdcor weathorablllty, and 

chemical resistance, that continue to require modifications in 

the compositions of the rubber-plastics blends, 

il. C01ICKPT3 OF RUBBER-TOUGHENING 

10.  The brittleness of polystyrene (PS),acrylonltrlle-butadieae« 

styrone polymer (ABS), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) in their 

un-modifled form is most commonly explained in terms of energy- 

absorption mechanisms and kinetics involvins  initatlation and 

propagation of cracks and Internal stresses. Numerous 

investigators havo investigated and followed in diverse ways 

t^e phenomenon of the onset of fracturo and ultimate failure 

under impact. These diverge means included detailed examination 
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examination under high magnificution, on the on© hand, and by 

conceptual derivation of stress conditici using various models 

of a dispersed rubber phase in a plastic matrix on the other hand 

As a result numerous concepts or theories have been proposed» 

commencing with the general concept of the Griffith fracture 

criterion (6) expressed by the equation* 

wnere Î 

1 

ar 
e 

tensile strength» 

ïoung*s modulus i 

energy required to produce a unit area ef 

critical crack length. (new oraok 

% applying known tensile and other constants in the above 

expression for the case of brittle plastics, where ai a gm*^ 

rwle the ductile absorbing energy ts limited to the surface layer 

t» the order of on© micron, the equation provides a critic»! 

©sack length in the order of 100 microns.    A eharacteristle 

feature observed in the manifestation of the fractures of the 

brittle polymers has been the presence of craze patterns.    the 

observations prompted several concepts as equations of state 

derived to account for the mechanism of failure and its 

alleviation by the presence of the disperse rubber phase. Seae 

of these are recounted as follows. 

11 •        totm ^rvnm W Wr^aaMa,    ïho enerey absorp- 
tion induced by rubber on inpm8t wlth atttm(Ung etretohlng .„„„ 

th. fracturo of the brittle «trix. .. doploted sciatica!!, In 
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Figure 8, doos not fully account for the profound variations  in 

actual, Measured values of impact strength or resistance as the 

size and shape of the rubber partidos are varied.    A case In 

point is the effect of particle  size and shape  shown in ï'able V 

for a blend of polybutadiene-acrylonitrile rubber styrene- 

acrylonitrile polymer<  the variations  in particle geometry wer© 

obtained quite simply by appropriate mixing and blending 

conditions and by variation of applied shear during blending (? Í. 

The conditions were adjusted to produce dispersed rubber partiel© 

sizes below and above the 0.5 - 0.6 micron level in the initial 

rubber stock.    *h© data in Table V indicate that significant 

toughening at the constant rubber level  (20 percent) develops as 

the particle dimensione exceed 0.6 micron.    Thus the general 

concept of onergy absorption while substantiated In a qualitativ« 

way is seriously lacking for accounting for the quantitativ© 

variations ©vident In such eases as illustrated by the data 

presented in r±able   V, 

12«     Hydrostatic Tension (Dilation) c»ym«mtr.    In view of the 

apparent inadequacy of the direct energy absorption theory, a 

concept was proposed ( 8 ) on the proposition that the rubber 

particles generate hydrostatic tensile stress in the adjacent 

polymer matrix.    Despite the elaborate development of a matrix 

(mathematical) solution involving shear moduli of  the component 

spherical rubber and the polyr.or matrix,  experimental tests 

of the concept failed to reçoive      the experimental  inconsistencies 

noted in sono cases  ( 7 ).    As was  the case with the general energy 
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absorption concopt the hydrostatic tons ion concept did i4ot 

reconoile the calculated data with that obtainable, by experiment 

with variations that could bo off oc tod by geometrical features 

It might bo properly surmised that the concept of hydrostatic 

tension could bo adjusted with furrhor elaborations that should 

include interfacial adhesion and its yielding criteria.    ïhie 

could be an appropriate exploitation with natural polylsoprene 
olastornere. 

13*        Graffi %Hwtlon CftTlflfpU   Another oonoept is that proposing 

the role of rubber particles as stress concentrator« ( 9 ) by virtue 

of their multiplicity thereby dividing or redistributing the «trees 

into a large number of small cracks, presumably rostorable so long 

»a the strain is within elastic limits.    Thus «ore energy 1. needed 

to propagate a large number of cracks or near cracks with stress 

fields or vectors dispersed among each other negating pert of the 

applied stress.    Elaborations of this concept regard the rubber 

particles as serving to provide siues for craze formation (10) or 

the formation of tiny cracks ahead of the main crack producing a 

statistical branching effect such as depicted  in Figure 9. 

As with the case for the hydrostatic tension concept, an elaborate 

equation of state i« reouirect, as  indicated in the Appendix, to 

account  for the stress distribution and its diminution based on the 

Coodier analysis  (11)  of stresses  in a sy.ten composed of elastic 
»pheres  embedded In a solid nvi<-yi--      n. ,• sona mo.ru.    lho ( oodior equation predicts 
that hard „nielo. ari(l volds provMe h,,hoj. ^^ „„^^^ 

therob,  provide Etron?or c„iEQ nuelcatlon ^ ^^  ^ ^ 
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j 
•1 

ì 
I 
i 

hard part ici es and voids should toughen the plastics matrix to a 

greater degree than rubber.    This hac not been evident m some of 

the deliberate tents of the concpt  (?) and hence can be accorded 

a Halted postulate stature.    As with the hydrostatic tension 

oeiieept, there is presumed to be some merit in augmenting the 

eiwse mioleation applying rubber particles cured to a rtnge ©f 

hardness or cross-linking in which some optimal crack res letame 

rang© could bo established by fairly simple experimental 

exploration. 

**•      fitmmln Crack gronagat-.ipn,    While this is phanononologically 

related to the craze nucleation concept, this concept la an 

extension of the Griffith criterion.    Once inititiated by the 

criterion, the crack then accelerates    to a limiting velocity, 

approximately half    the shear wave velocity, accompanied by 

branching of the crack and surfaoe roughening. Calculation« of 

the stresses ahead of a moving crack, mad© by 3£off© (12),  indioated 

thatthe maximum stress swings out of the plane of the crack at 

high speeds as indicated graphically in Figure 9 .   Tene ile stress 

maxima exist in two planes ahead of the rapidly moving crack 

thereby directing the crack into either o* both of the planet. 

In an isotropic sol¿d, the cracks do not move faster than half the 

shear wave velocity (Vt) and. heneo the i-nplleations of the 0.8 and 

0.9 V*t curves has yet to be resolved.    In the case of the rubber- 

plastic system for the ABS conpond,  it is presumed chat cracks 

propagate    rapidly  in the plastics matrix  <Vt 0.5 being    approx- 

imately 620 met er s/second) and then into the rubber particle 
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tVt 0.5 being approximately 29 notera/second) whoro branohlng 

would thus prollforato. 

15.      In retrospect, tho concepts and promises Involved provide 

no .peolfic restrictions as to tho chMieal typo of tho Ui^n* 

rubber phase for modifying or toughening tho i«pa0t real.unc« 

of brittle polymers.    While the combinative concept of the 

Oriffith criterion and tho ïoffo concept of „tressée developing 

out of the plane of tho crack prov] :„ a working rat.on.le, there 

I. no eugge.tlon hero how the branching would mitigato against 

the ».e of natural rubber for tho toughening phenomena.   In thl, 

fra« of refereno. it would see• that the exploitation of natural 

rubber m blend, with «ynth.tlc plastics under certain condition, 

of planned integration of potro-*onomor polymerisation for 

»roxi«! resources of natural rubbor «y proffer a aignlfloant 
outlet. 

MG AMD B<r»P^iMpIir 

1«.       The blending of two phases of any two dl..l,il«r «.tarlai., 

.»oh a« i. the case with rubber, .„d plastles, „.8 „ ^ ^^ 

of «pirici practises often conunacd or sustained in erl.ting 

technology by virtue of co•itted oculp^t or chitted procedura. 

Bubbor and plastics technologic« have »uch in ccnon with regard 

to oonpoundlng and blenda with slraiUr considerations of 

effectiveness and econome*.    WHh the advent  of rubber extended 

compositions, newer approches to efficient blende are becoming 
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increasingly evident«    Combining the established and the the new» 

the following descriptive »ethods are available for producing 

rubber-plastics blends. 

(a) mechanical mixing on conventional devices such as 

kneading (Banbury), milling, and ox t rua Ion, 

(b) coagulation of mixtures of the rubber latex and 

the polymer dispersion or latex, and 

(e)    polymerization of one monomer in the presence #f 

a polymer, with variations in.the combinations 

of the constitutive components, 

|        ïlieff* 1« a paucity of data on the blend structure or dispera lea 
i 
j        evaluating the merits of each of the above blending methods,   As 

j        a consequence, new explorations for unique merits of rubber 

j extension would require some detailed eomparislons comprising 

both property enhancement and the economic Incentives, 

1?.        Milling operatfona.    Blending rubber with thermoplastics 

by »Ill-rolling le a oomeon» large-scale production operation. As 

the two components are Billed forming a smooth band, the blend Is 

regarded as compatible, whereas a spongy, nervy or crentaed band 

or »ill stock is an indication of incompatibility.    Frequently, 

at this stage of processing the qualitative indication of homo- 

genous dispersion is a practical assessment of the optimal ratios 

of the two materials if any doer, provai!.     In this step much of 

the toughening effect can bo maximized and samplings aro taken 

for mechanical toots,as are generally specified in the trade, 

and deflnitve investigation of the fracture mechanisms. 
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«•      Pyii«.111(l-frB>Wni^l '•Tmir-nil'.u.   A characteristic meohanleal 

attributo of elastomers and polymers is their respectivo noduli 

over a epa« temperatures.    The nod,il can bo determined throughout 

the broad temperature rango by torsional oscillations m . pendula, 

arrangement to próvido danping constants to calculate each 

tomporature-doslenated modulus (l3).    Th0 Bothod profUm , ^^ 

definitive and analytical tool not only for obtaining a teaperatu*. 

«qwt«t profile of the modulus but also in the oharacterlaatlon 

of the compatibility or homogeneity of blends of dissalar 

«Urial, (a*).    Th0 temperature-dependent torsional oowtant. 

o«n be used, for Instance, to ascertain the »anner m »„ich th. 

«.»Ping »«Lu» of each of th. two blend components can give «.. 

to a differ«* maxima freauentl, desired to vacate an «desirable 

•axiau» of an otherwise useful polynor Ingredient. 

«•    aiarBBnonlr ffliwrnrtn-i-'ntUuj.   m. vimi ...<»„nt er tto 
rubber component in the plastic as „ell a. the „ature of adheaio» 

and fail««, is indeed . valuable augmentation of th. a3.ess.0nt in 
ter« of practical mining ana moasuro4 MolmnloBl „^^   ^ 

recent development of scannin« electron microscopy i„ .„ „tuM„ 

rang, of magnification provides a highly sophisticated tool for 

•tudylng the discrete disposition of the rubber component, in th. 

optimal fabricated form as «ell as for ascertain!«, the nature of 

the failure criterion.    H can be presumed that *hlle current 

rubber/plastics technology has attained „ell established perform- 

ance and endurance standards,  the suitability of natural extension 

to polymer or plastics materials ,l,h the aid of detailed scanning 
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! electron microscopy should enable ito development into competitivo 

blends for much-needel, world-wide items of construction. 

m—tmtwnm 

20.        From the statistics of the trends in the extension of 

rubber into plastics,   it is evident that the elastoraerie 

attributes of natural and synthetic rubbers have aequlrod 

Increasing merit and econometric importance.    It is also evident 

that the synthetic forra of the elastomer is outpacing the natural 

rubber as the compositional preference.    This preference doubt- 

lessly is occasioned by th© well-integrated synthesis, polymer- 

ization, and formulating and blending technology, notably in 

countries that do not have indigenous sources of natural rubber 

end depend upon synthetio sources. The competitive displacement 

of the synthetic variety by the natural rubber form obviously 

presents problems of ready availability, shelf-life stability ana 

uniformity, and numerous product standards yet to be defined, «ay 

one of whieh could impose economic disadvantages,  besides costs 

of latex shipment or transrer with its non-renumerative aqueous 

phase.    Despite these concerns,  it In seen that the concepts of 

rubber modification or   toughening of plastics as  indicated in 

this presentation doos not  indeed preclude the utility of natural 

rubber for the same role, 

21» It would thus appear that a major developmental effort is 

well Justified for up-grading the proportionate sharo for natural 

rubber involving diligent study of indigenous technology expanded 
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with tandem synthetic, monomer technology perhaps even in some 

means of régionalisation. A* an econometric developmental effort 

this could entail evaluating the efficiencies and economici of 

such ventures as (a) latex modification for compounding with 

polyolofins and their related chemical analogs notably AB3 and 

PVC polymers, (b) indigenous installation of balanced production 

capacity to provide independent source of monomers, and (o) 

development of integrated fabrication or conversion of the 

indigenous, stock rubber-plastics blends for Indigenous needs 

of constructionforms for irrigation, flood control, sanitation, 

transportation, shelters, and myriads of utilitarian articles 

for minimal domestic usage. This in effect means a continued 

dispersal of monomer and polymer technology from high industrial 

complexes toward regional areas proximal to most economic 

transport or conveyance of rubber latex and its bulk stockt, 

22.  Finally, one important considération that warrants study 

and appraisal and that relates to the possible conserving of 

fossil fuels, or even its excessive transhipment, as is needed 

to produce the tonnage of synthetic elastomers and polymers, both 

M a factor in the conservation of energy dissipated Into oxides 

of carbon as well as as well as converting to condone carbon 

form in a .anner ofspeaking. This m itself could be considered 

a deserving endeavor for continued propine and study under the 

purview of the deliberations such as« now being experienced in 

the present Expert Group Meeting of the Unite, Nation« Industrial 

Development Organisation. 
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APPENDIX 

Till.     OBIFFITH FAILima CRITSRIOK  (7) 

23. 2n a homogenous system, a fracturo of crack develops slowly 

mtil it attains a critical length postulated on the basis ©f 

•oeauraülo olas tic constants, Hapld acceleration the» ensues with 

the orack attaining a Halting velocity of approximately one half 

ef the transverso wave velocity U5), at which point the total 

eraok surface acquires an irregular fracture because of branohing 

Clé)» for the eritleal craok length, Griffith (6)  provides the 

expressioni 

j Z  S* 

» o 

where        f   •   tensile strength» 

1        Young* s modulur  (under tons ion), 

f   » energy required to produce unit area of new orack, 

e   m oritloal oraok length. 

Rearranged for the purpose of computation» this expression takes 

the for» for the criticai length i 

2 sjr 

Tt?Z 

which immediately discloses the intorplay of the modulus (1) with 

the tensile strength to the square power (T2), a seemingly dominant 

contributor toward deiminlshing the theoretical crack length. 
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24.        For the ease of brittle polystyrene (?) with th© approximate 
values of1 

T r^ 5 x 108 dynes/cm2, 
Ê^ 3 ï IO10 dynes/c/n2, and 

*~ 2 xl O5 ergs/ora2, 

• «rltleal length of 50 or 100 raierons is attained, Stnee ««»til« 

layers are limited to layers of approximately i «ieron, th« Griffith 

relationship interms of the elastic or aeehanioal constant« does 

©•rtain.    In an actual breaking test with a molded sample of a 

•tyrene/aerylonltrile copolymer, it has been experimentally 

observed that crack roughening starts »hen   e reaches 250 microns, 

whieh is compatible with the above calculated Griffith value. 

^ âWMS OF DILftTIONAL COMCiyr 0F YIBLDT^ 

25.      Gomnenoing with the concept that the rubber particle« 

generate a state of hydrostatic tensile stress with dilation and 

leading in turn to an increase in free volume which facilita!»« 

yielding instead of brittle fracture, one applies the Goodier 

analysis of stresses  (11) in a system composed of an elastle 

sphere embedded in an elastic matrix.    A simplification of tUm 

Goodier analysis ls provided for the matrix stresses expressed 

by the equation (IV)• 

HT 
T 

3 
1    .   li   * (1  + °i>  <*  + 3 COG ZQ)(u,  - uj 

2 x  ~"    * *• ^ 
r <7 - 5 ö-j) Ujl + (8 - 10 <yj)u2) 
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where» H » hydrostatic  tenu ilo stress, 

T « simple tensile stress applied at radius r *    , 

r * distance fror, e eint: or of shphere, 

a « sphere radius, 

ê   « ansie betwoon rai lus vector r and direction of T» 

Uj * shear modulila of .Tatrix, 

Ug » shear modulan of rubber sphere, 

Çfj « poisson ni tic of matrix, and 

d"2 « Pol3;jon ratio of sphere (not included). 

Sino© the Poisson ratio of the sphere is not included in the 

expression, the generatoci value of HT becomes independent of <r2. 

For a homogenous plastics matrix then,    HT    «   0.33T«   Thus the 

magnitude of the hydrostatic tonsil?) «trees, HT,  depends upon 

the relationship betweon u% and u2 and the angle 0,    Typical 

calculated values for the hydrostatic tension are summarised In 

Table VI, which provides the following assessments! 

(a) inclusion of elastic component increases the hydro« 

static tension above the 0*33? value of a homogenous matrix, 

(b) a void as an artifact    of softness  increases the 

hydrostatic tension moro than a rubber particle or sphere, and 

(c) a hard  inclusion increases the hydrostatic tension 

WOïO than a void. The equation and calculated values nake no 

provision for nSho.ion.    The role of the chemical  structure,  such 

as the polyjsoprono elastomers vis-a-vis synthetic  honologs,  /nay 

yet become quito s^nifiennt   in subsidiary dnational  interaction. 
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TABLE I.     RUBBER AND PLASTICS V/üHLü PRODUCTION (ABBREVIATED SUMMARï) 

_ units i  Metric tons Référence (1) 

Category 

RUBBER 

Year 

196**      1965      1966     1967     1968      1969   i9?0 

Mutui»!      (NR) 

Synthetic  (SR) 

total (TR) 

PLASTICS 

2270 

3000 

527O 

2380 2435 2490 2645 

3235 3580 3695 ^210 

5615     6015     6185     6855 

Total  (TP) Î24R0    11*360    î6?S2    1R225   21787 

PROPORTIONAL INDICES 

Mñ/TR (Pi^ro l) 

«A* (Figur© 2) 

*8/TP (Fi^niT© 3) 

SHA? (Figuro 4) 

0.43 

0.42 

0,18 

0.24 

0,42 

0.39 

0.16 

0.23 

O.ifO 

0.36 

O.15 

0.21 

0.40 

O.34 

0.14 

0.20 

0.39 

O.32 

O.I3 

0.19 
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TABLE IL RUBBER AND PLASTICS U. . 3.  A.  PRODUCTION (ABBREVI AT SD) 

Units i Metric ton: Refe renco (1 ,2) 

Tear 

Category 1964 1965 I960 1967 1968 1969     1970 
RUBBER 

natural        (NE) 222 237 252 225 268 

Synthetic    (SB) 669 710 768 ?50 874 

fötal (TR) 891 947 1020 m 1142 

PLASTICS 

Thermosetting 1362 1492 1682 1621 1647 1728 

Thermoplast lo 3295 3894 4581 4738 5895 6882 

Total (TP) 4657 5386 6263 6359 75^2 8610 

PROPORTIONAL INDICES 

NS/ÏR (Figure 1) 0.249 O.250 0.247 0.231 0.235 
TR/TP (Figur© 2) 0,191 0.176 O.I63 O.153 0.151 

m ft? (Figur© 3) 0,048 0,044 0.040 0.035 0.036 

SSA* (Figure 4) 0.143 0.13? O.123 0.118 0,115 
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TABLE IH. ANALYSIS OP TREND OF RUBBER EXTENSION  - 0. S, A. 

POLYSTYRENE PRODUCTION 

Units i   Metric tons Reference» (2) 

Y oar ., 

Product Type 196% 1965 1966 I967 1968 I969     1970 
Styrcno Types    (Î3) ?8^ 922 1068 1293 133% 1517 

(ABU and SAN J - - 164 168 231 265 

(Styremc) .*» - 918 972 1083 1252 

Bubber-modif iod( WIS ) 310 291 m 33S 400 $m 
PROPORTIONAL INDICES 

TS/^P 0.2% 0*2% O.23 0.2? 0,22 0.22 

»ÎS/TS (Figure $) 0,%0 O.32 0.31 
.'.n-r'-'X- -   '•'     J   "," 

0.26 *.3* 0.33 
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TABLB IV.   PUSTICü TYPES  EXTENDED WITH RUBBER 

DoseriptIvo Category (Grade) 

A,    Impact polystyrene 

(1), Medium Impact 

(2) High impact 

(3) Very high iapaet 

(b)    Heat-resistant impact 

Bt   MM iAcrylonitrlle-butadiene-styifme) 

(1) Medium impact grade 

(2) High impact 

(3) Very high inpaet 

W    Low temperature impact 

( 5 )    Heat -res is taut impact 

6t    Impact polyvinyl chloride (PVC) 

(1) Hodiura impact 

(2) Very high impact 

A. S. T.  K, 

Specifications 

ÍD-703)* 

D - 1788 

ö - itm 

•This test standard applies primarily to polystyrene 

un-modified but  is generally applied to the impact grades. 
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TABLS V.     BPP2CT OP RU3B3Î? PAKT 1 CLE 3 IZA AND ÌSÌÌAM 

OK IMPACT PH0P21ÎTJ38 OP STÏHSHK-AGHYLONITHILE POLÏVÏER MODIFIED 

WITH P0LÏBUTADI3lî3-ACaYLONITaiL2 RUBBISH  (*) 

Particle i 'i^turos Izod Impact - ft lb/in 

Average Value ñmnsQ 

Spheroidal, 0,5 - 3,o 3.0 2,8 - 3.5 

Spheroidal, 0.3 - 0,5 0,5 

Sphenoidal, 0.5 0,5 

Ilongatüd» 0,2 x 1,0 0.? 2,0 - 0t& 

Elongated, i.o x 3,0 • 3,3 i.S - 5.3 
Elongatedf 0,3 x 1,0 2.2 0.6 - 4.8 

Blongatod, o.i x i.o 1.1 Oté - 2,2 

<*) 20 WeSght pereent. (?) 
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TABLB VI. HYDROSTATIC TEWSIOH (HT) CALCULATED 

FROM GOODI¿H AMALYSIS (? ) 

ÄWraKapw 

f«1 

V»lu« of Hydrostatic Tension at Intorfa©« 

Ug • 0 

iv©14) 

- 0,^5 ï 

•*• ©»73 T 

(»rubber"} 

- 0,|2 T 

• 0t67 T 

hará, inoluBion 

• Mf 

- 0*1 Î 

. 
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PJÍOPOHTIONAL 

INDEX 
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Figure 1,    Proportional Index - ïearly Trend 

Total Hubber/Total Plastics 
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PHOPORÏIONAL 

INDEX 
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Figur© 2.    Proportional Index - Yearly Trend 

Total Natural Äubber/Total Rubber 
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(a) World-wido (1) 

(b) U.S.A.  (t| 
>•• 

•61    «é^     ¿5   »t»6    •*?   »68    *ó9   *70    *?1    *?2    *?3    »7* *75 
Xear 

Figure 3.    Poportioiml Index - ïearly Trend 

natural Rubber/rotal fias ties 
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Figure 4.    Proportional  Indejx - Yearly Trend 

¿ynthetie Rubber/Total Plastics 
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Figuro  5.     Proportional   Judex - Yearly Trcmd 
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Picture 6, Typical Elastomer (Butadieno) Modification 

Styreno and Acrylonitrile Polyraers,  (4) 
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BUBBEB/PüLYMER  (PIASTIC3)-BLENDS 

-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A-A- 

»S«»B«*B«3~i»B-B-B~B«B«B-B«B- 
B 

COP0LYMSB TYPES 

-A*A^A-1-A*1«B-A«A« 

^^•dfe, ^^k^B ^^^^ ftnnQOB 

B 
B 

-A-A -A -A -A -A-A-A «A» 
• B 

» 
B 
B 

Or»ft 

-A-A-A*A->B-B-B-B- 

Blook 

i 

Figure ?• ilultieornpnent filastoaor-Polyaoi» 

Systems   (**). 

^ 
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INÍáCT FoaCE 

•wfcfcer particle 
In tena ion 

¡tubbor partióle 
abstracted 

Bubber partiólo broken 
*ft«r ftretehln* 

Figure 8.   lap*©* Praotur© with Hubber Modifier, 
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Figure 9.    Craze branching «odel.  (?) 
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Figuro 10, Effect of craze/crack speed on 

stress distribution.(12) 








